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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Reminiscing recently about fly fishing experiences over the last 40 years or so, I recalled
a productive and fascinating few hours spent at the Tokaanu tailrace just west of Turangi.
It was the last day on one of my “solo” trips to fish the fabled Tongariro river in late
November 1979 and curiosity led me to at least “take a look” at this piece of water over
which I had passed many times on the highway but never stopped to cast a line.
On this particular occasion, there was one other vehicle parked just off the roadside but no
sign of anyone about so I decided to conduct a bit of a “recky” starting by walking up the
left (western) bank. About 50 metres or so, a familiar figure emerged from the raupo
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carrying a very fat Brown Trout of around 8 pounds. That was my first meeting with Louis
de Nolfo who I found out a little later was better known as “Louis the fish”.
We chatted for a while and he suggested that I get my gear from the car and he could then
give me a couple of tips on fishing the tailrace. The first and probably most important
aspect was that the turbines of the Tokaanu power station at the head of the canal had to be
working and pushing out a lot of water from the intake on Lake Rotoaira several hundred
metres above and secondly, it had to coincide with a “smelt run” up from Lake Taupo.
Luckily, that day satisfied both of those critical criteria.
As a result of the very strong flow, most of the smelt tended to move up through the
relatively sheltered water near the bank rather than fight the powerful currents closer to the
midstream where gulls and Caspian Terns were picking up fish stunned by the torrent
emerging from the penstocks.
Louis commenced to demonstrate the “bow and arrow “cast with immediate success. Using
a dark smelt fly, Louis crept forward through the bankside raupo holding the rod low to the
water and pinching the fly between two fingers on the other hand. Staying just back from
the outer edge of the raupo, he scanned downstream and then quietly (unusual for Louis)
told me that a couple of patrolling Browns were approaching. He then pointed his rod tip
upstream at about 45 degrees, loaded the rod by pulling back on the fly and then released
it to see it drift along like the dead or wounded smelt he was imitating. Instantly, one of the
Browns grabbed the offering and after a great little battle, Louis brought another beautiful
fish to the bank.
After that, Louis had to leave but wished me good luck and before he had got back to his
car, I heard the distant music from his increasingly recognisable harmonica.
Needless to say, I carried on fishing and as luck would have it, found a couple of old smelt
flies in my fly box which had probably never been wet but which went on that day to catch
me three very nice fish, a Rainbow and two Browns.
Clearly, a “coming together” of different factors determine whether or not the Tokaanu
tailrace is going to produce results but if the turbines are spinning hard and the smelt are
running, it is always worth stopping to take a look.

Dave Symes
President.
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FISHING REPORT
Auckland / Waikato
No report unfortunately but from past experience fishing the Coromandel at this time of
year don’t write it off. And don’t write off the dry and dropper rig either. Even in the heart
of winter you can still get some fish to ‘look up’ and take the dry, but fish it in the shallower
runs and pockets.
Rotorua
Again, no report on this area as nobody seems to have been heading down that way.
Taupo Region
Fishing reports coming in are all over the place. Varying between incredibly hard to
insanely easy, and everywhere in between. The recent Club Trip is a great example. On the
Thursday the Tongariro was fishing well. On the Friday it was much harder but the
Tauranga Taupo was on absolute fire. On the Saturday the Tongariro and the Tauranga
Taupo were hard but the Hatepe was producing fish hand over fist.
The good thing is regardless of where you fished the Trout themselves are truly living up
to all expectations. They are Big, Tough, and bloody hard to hold. John Cuthbertson landed
the biggest fish of the weekend, a 7pd Rainbow Jack that gave him one hell of a time before
he finally landed it.
Saltwater
A recent morning visit to a favourite shallow water spot saw snapper up to 60cm taken in
6m’s of water. These fish were on bait but there is no reason at all you couldn’t fish the
same water with a fly rod and have some excellent success. As good as it is this year, (and
I will be heading back down there again soon!), Taupo isn’t your only fly-fishing option.
Fishy Tales
- If you do have a report, success story, or anecdote to share then just send it to
iconpromote@gmail.com . Happy Fishing and Tight Lines – Freddy Da Fish.
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John and his
before and after
shots of his 7pd
Rainbow.
A
beautiful eating
fish. Listening to
some of the
reports at the
end of the day,
there were a
number of fish
around this size
that ended in
long
distance
releases. Photos
courtesy of John
Cuthbertson.
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NSFF SUBS ARE NOW DUE FOR 2020~21 YEAR
The annual subs for the year, 2020 ~ 21, for the North Shore Flyfishers Inc are now
due. Please pay to:
North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated - A/c: 12-3209-0190179-00.
Please ensure your surname is in the Payment Details.
The subs are as below and discounted if paid by 31st July 2020.
Adult $80.00 discounted to $40.00 if paid by 31st July 2020
Family $90.00 discounted to $70.00 if paid by 31st July 2020
Junior $30.00 discounted to $20.00 of paid by 31st July 2020
REMEMBER
To get the discount the subs must be paid by the 31st July 2020

LAST CLUB NIGHT
Last month we had Will Preece talking to us about fishing Aitutaki. It was a very interesting
night and thank you once again Will.
NEXT CLUB NIGHT – 18th AUGUST 7.30 PM
This month we have our own Simon Hoole talking about fishing the Tongariro. Simon is
quite the well practiced angler in Swinging flies on the Big T but also well versed in
Nymphing. He will be following the basic outline of the Tongariro 50 Pools To Fish Before
You Die map and giving insights to as many of these pools as he can. It is sure to be a very
interesting night and we look forward to seeing you there.

WHY WE FISH
When a man picks up a fly rod for the first time, he may not know, he has been born
again.
Joseph D. Farris
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CHANGES TO CONTACT DETAILS
Committee members organising club trips and similar events are finding that the phone and
email information that we hold for some members has become out of date. If you have
changed your address, landline number, mobile number or email address in the last year or
so and have not passed the new details on to NSFF, could you please advise Barrie Barnes
by email, his email address is barrie@flyfishinginxs.kiwi .

FISHING BUDDIES SOUGHT
The intention is to display a list of names of Club Members that are keen on finding a
‘buddy’ to go fishing with, either on a regular basis or just for a day. In essence it’s a flyfishing dating service…
Name
Availability
Contact Details
Ron Blair
Anytime, has a 14.4 Marco
home 09 834 8841
with 60hp etec Evenrude
mobile 0275 006 336
for serious fishing Salt or Fresh
ron.blair@xtra.co.nz
Les Rose
Retired and is happy to take another home 09 4183634
person fishing during the week.
Has a small 2 person boat.
Graham Carter
Lives in Hamilton, keen on
021 026 00437
weekday / mid-week trips.
07 855 1833
Lloyd Altham
Has 12' Pontoon boat /15 HP Honda. Mob. 021 0295 9167
Available most time, but prefer
Home 09 420 3120
weekdays.
email-lloyd@skysupply.co.nz
Matt Meikle
Available both week days and
09 908 1909
Weekends
027 285 7521
John Gausden
Time limited - weekends
021704373
/ arrange trips only. 5m aussie
john@st-classic.com
barra boat / 70 yamaha / minn kota
- serious fishing mainly lake / saltwater
but keen to learn more on the rivers
John Rust
Anytime. Keen to give it a crack.
021 648 991
joan10@live.com
09 415 4919
Barry Schultz
Has a 551 MacLay with a 90hp
09 4159692
merc used mostly for SW fishing.
e-mail bardot@xtra.co.nz
Also a 6.5 mtr motorhome that
provides transport, accommodation
& meals etc. whilst camped riverside
or beach front, plus is currently
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Gary Bolstad

being fitted out to carry a three person
inflatable with a 4 hp motor.
Prefer weekdays or multi day trips
away in the motorhome.
Keen to get out Stream, Lake or even
Saltwater fly-fishing. Has both Fish &
Game and Taupo season licences so keen
to go almost anywhere. Retired so free to
go most of the time.

Mobile 022 379 3070
gd.bolstad@gmail.com

So, if you are keen to find someone to share the cost and the fun of a fishing expedition
with, then send in your details and we will get it all started. Send details to
iconpromote@gmail.com
022-379-3070, and my best email address is gd.bolstad@gmail.com.

QUOTABLE QUOTES
I make it a rule never to weigh or measure a fish I've caught, but simply to estimate its
dimensions as accurately as possible, and then, when telling about it, to improve these
figures by roughly a fifth, or twenty percent. I do this mainly because most people believe
all fishermen exaggerate by at least twenty percent, and so I allow for the discounting my
audience is almost certain to apply.
Ed Zern - Are Fishermen really Liars? (1977)

CLUB TROPHIES
Brown Trout Trophy – This is awarded to The Heaviest Brown Trout caught by a Club
Member during the year – May 1st to 30th April. Current holder is Simon Hoole.
Chain Snore Trophy – A fun award given immediately after any Club Trip to the person
who has done the ‘funniest’ thing over the weekend. If nobody has had anything like this
happen it may be awarded to the worst snorer.
Ian Hunt Memorial Trophy – Heaviest Trout caught fly-fishing by a Club Member
during the Pupuke Challenge Competition. A competition run every year to promote the
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Lake Pupuke fishery. This was not held this year due to Covid lock down. Current holder
is Lucas Bathurst.
I Love Flyfishing Trophy – Awarded to the Club Member who has caught the most
species of Saltwater fish fly-fishing over the year – 1st May to 30th April. Current holder is
Russell Nelson.
Rodd And Gunn Trophy – This is the Club Competition which takes place over two days.
One Day on a Lake and one day on a River. Current holder is Simon Hoole.
The Lake part of the competition has its own Trophy, the I Love Flyfishing Stillwater
Trophy. Current holder is Simon Hoole.

Pawel with
his first
Tongariro
Trout. He had
hooked 4
already that
morning
before this
one finally
stayed
attached all
the way to the
net. They are
tough, strong
fish this year!
Photo
courtesy of
Pawel
Mikolajczyk.
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“BROWN TROUT TROPHY” COMPETITION RULES
Winning fish will be determined by weight.
Verification by partner where possible and/or by photograph.
Details to be provided to any committee member.
Competition period May 1st to April 30th. Prize awarded at AGM in May. Winner’s
name and weight of fish to be published in June club newsletter.

NORTH SHORE FLY FISHERS CLUB SALT WATER FLY FISHING
COMPETITION RULES
The “essence” of the competition is to encourage club member participation and in the
process, to award a winner’s trophy to the individual who catches the greatest number of
salt water species. It will run from 1st May in one year to 31st April in the next year with
the trophy awarded at the following AGM. For the full rules please refer to the Club
Website www.nsff.org.nz

FLY TYING INSTRUCTION
This will be running again on the 1st Tuesday of next month. Stay tuned for more details
on how to log in and what Fly will be tied via an email from Barrie.
This is going well and all who participate seem to be enjoying it greatly. Easy to follow,
easy to connect, and easy to hear. Reports from the Members receiving the interactive
instruction were equally positive.
A big credit and thank you to Johan Kok, our instructor, and to Barrie Barnes for setting it
all up.
If you would like to see the videos of the Flies being tied just click go to
http://www.nsff.org.nz/ .

CLUB TRIPS 2020
February –Ngongotaha River and Rotorua Lakes
March – Whanganui River – Club Competition Trip 2020
March – Lake Otamangakau
May – Ngongotaha River and Rotorua Lakes JUNE 2020
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July – Tongariro and Tauranga Taupo JULY 2020
November – Lake based Club Competition Trip – NOV 2020
November – Tuition weekend (Held if enough ‘novice’ anglers are interested)
December – Lake Otamangakau – DEC 2020
The NSF committee arrange various Club Trips over the year to different parts of the
country. If you would like to be involved, or have an idea for a trip please let one of your
committee know.

Meinrad, Simon, and Allen all working their way down a prime swinging lie on a COLD
Turangi Club Trip morning. So cold that the tap at the TRM fish cleaning station was
frozen solid. Photo courtesy of Andrew MacPherson.

AN EXTRA BIT OF HUMOUR
Only Irish coffee provides in a single glass all four essential food groups: alcohol,
caffeine, sugar and fat.
My wife has a slight impediment in her speech. Every now and then she stops to breathe.
- Alex Levine
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JOKE OF THE MONTH
An elderly couple in a Morris minor are driving down the Western motorway, when the
Morris Minor packs in so the driver pulls over to the hard shoulder.
A guy in a Porsche realises the plight of this elderly couple and pulls over to ask if he
wants a tow, the Morris Minor driver accepts.
They get organised and the Porsche driver says any problems honk your horn and flash
your lights - O.k. says the M.M. driver.
Off they go and all is well until a guy in a Jaguar screams past the Porsche and the M.M.
The Porsche driver instinctively thinks "I'm not having this" to the extent he forgets he is
towing the MM & and puts the pedal to the metal until he is neck and neck with the Jag.
At this point they are doing 130 MPH and the Morris Minor driver who is rightly
Sh****** himself is Honking and Flashing for all he's worth.
This goes on for several miles and they pass a flyover with some traffic cops who witness
the event and clock the speed. The police immediately radio another patrol
stationed 5kms down the road.
"Victor Alpha 230" he says
"Yes" says Victor Alpha 230
"You'd better get a couple of cars ready for a chase!"
"Why's that?" says his mate.
Well the first cop replies "You're not going to believe this. "
"What's that?" says his mate.
I've just clocked a Porsche and a Jag racing and they're doing 145 MPH
"So what's so unusual about that?" asks his mate.
"Well" says the first cop .........................................
"Some nutter in a Morris Minor is trying to overtake them!!”
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5 TIPS FOR CASTING TO RISING TROUT
Article from the www.flylords.com website, check it out.
Picture this: you’re streamside, walking the bank, and scanning the surface of the water in
search of a feeding trout. Finally, you find one. You know the fish is taking insects off the
surface, but you don’t know what it’s eating, or how to approach it. Ask anyone- casting
to a rising trout is about as good as it gets in fly fishing. While this can be seen as a difficult
and maybe even intimidating task, these five tips below will give you that much-needed
advantage to get that line tight on an exciting top-water-take.
Here are 5 tips for casting to rising trout…
1. Slow Down, Man!
Patience is key when approaching a rising trout. It’s easy to lose composure when you walk
upon a feeding fish. Your first instinct is to get that fly in the water as fast as possible, but
resist! Take a seat, crack a beer, and observe. This is your chance to look for clues on what
the fish is eating, how it’s eating, and where its feeding window is. First, take note of how
the fish is rising. Is it sipping insects off the surface? Or is it exhibiting louder and splashier
rises? If the fish is sipping, it’s most likely eating spinners. Spinners are mayflies that are
nearing the end of their life cycles. Their wings become clear and flat, causing them to sit
flush on the surface. However, if the fish is rising more aggressively, it’s most likely eating
insects that are a bit more lively. Also, take note of how far the fish is traveling to eat. This
is commonly referred to as its feeding window. A trout’s feeding window will typically
only be a couple of inches to the left or right, so keep this in mind when it’s time to cast.
2. Match the Hatch
Now that you’ve sat down and observed for a couple of minutes, it’s time to make an
educated guess on what you think the fish is eating. It’s okay if you don’t know exactly
what insect is being taken, just do your best to imitate what you see on the water (observing
what is crawling on the streamside vegetation works too). Besides the color and profile of
the fly, the size of it plays an important role too. Many times, fish are far more likely to
take a smaller fly than a larger one, so if you are deciding between a large dry fly and a
small one, err on the side of caution and go for the smaller option. If you have difficulty
seeing your dry fly on the water, tie on a larger fly and fish the smaller one off the back.
Fishing this double dry rig allows you to use the larger dry as a sighter for the smaller fly.
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3. Get Into Position
You’ve observed your surroundings, tied on your fly, and had your beer…now it’s time to
get into position. Only get into the water if you absolutely have to. Many times walking on
the streambed sends shockwaves through the river, alerting the fish of your presence and
thus putting them down. Be sure to move as slowly and stealthily as you can. There’s
nothing worse than spooking a fish that you’ve been stalking.
4. Mind Your Cast
Now comes the fun part. While casting is often the most exhilarating step in targeting a
rising trout, it also has the biggest room for error. Trout that are consistently feeding on the
surface sit high in the water column. This allows them to see food better. Unfortunately,
this also means they can see you better. Be sure to keep your distance from the fish, and
avoid false casting over it if possible. False casting slightly to the left or right of the fish
will do, as long as it is outside of the trout’s feeding window. When presenting your fly,
be sure to place it on the same side that you are casting from. For example, if you are
positioned behind the trout on the right side, present your fly on the right side. If you are
positioned on the left side of the trout, present the fly on the left side. Avoid casting across
the trout as your fly line is likely to spook it.
5. Set!
You’ve done it! Your hard work and patience have induced a take on the dry fly. While
you’ve done everything right leading up to this point, this final step is where it all comes
together. As you see the trout ascending to the surface of the water to take your dry fly,
remain composed. A premature hookset is often the difference between success and failure.
Once you see the trout eat your dry fly, wait approximately two seconds before lifting your
rod tip. Many people say the words, “save the queen” before setting. Your set should be
firm, but not overbearing. Now you’re both hooked. Enjoy!
Article and photos by Flylords Content Team Member, Owen Rossi. Visit @Nativerelease
on Instagram to view more of his work!
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One of Brendan’s excellent Tauranga
Taupo fish. Brendan and Russell had
a ball on the TT on the Friday of the
Club Trip. At one point Brendan got
taken to the cleaners by 6 big angry
Rainbows in a row. All heading back
to the Lake as fast as they could go.
Photo courtesy of Brendan James.

COLLABORATIVE EFFORTS SUPPORT THE RESTORATION OF TE
UTUHINA
Media Release - Environment Bay Of Plenty – 20/07/2020
A work plan is underway to improve the wellbeing of the Utuhina stream in Rotorua. The
environmental improvements are thanks to joint efforts by local community group Te
Kōmiro o Te Utuhina, Bay of Plenty Regional Council, and Fish and Game New Zealand.
In 2013, a number of large rocks were removed from Te Utuhina as part of the expansion
of Lake Road. Earlier this year Regional Council returned the rocks at the request of Te
Kōmiro o Te Utuhina.
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“We were happy to work with Te Kōmiro and Fish and Game to get the rocks re-positioned
in the stream earlier this month. The rocks provide important habitat and hiding spots for
trout and native fish,” said Bay of Plenty Regional Council Rotorua Catchments Manager
Helen Creagh.
Future work has been scheduled to improve the surrounding environment including stop
bank repairs and strengthening the bank adjacent to Te Kuirau Marae. This work will help
keep the stream healthy and resilient to heavy rain and flooding.
Ms Creagh said that the stream bank strengthening will also help to reduce erosion risk so
that less sediment can be washed into the stream and Lake Rotorua.
“We’re also working with Te Kōmiro o Te Utuhina, local iwi and landowners and our
Rotorua Te Arawa Lakes Programme Partners, Te Arawa Lakes Trust and Rotorua Lakes
Council to reduce run-off and other sources of contaminants such as nitrogen and E.coli
bacteria that are affecting lake water quality,” Ms Creagh said.
Te Kōmiro o Te Utuhina and Regional Council are planning a community planting day this
spring along the side of the stream near Lake Road.
Greg Allen from Te Kōmiro o Te Utuhina said that it’s great to have the rocks returned to
Te Utuhina and they’re excited to now be planning further works with help from Regional
Council to restore water quality in their local awa (river).
“E.coli has made the awa unsafe to swim in, especially after heavy rain. It will be a joint
effort to make the awa swimmable again and we’re working with Regional Council and
Rotorua Lakes Council to identify what actions we should prioritise to make the biggest
difference for Te Utuhina”.
“We realise this is a long term goal, and we’re willing to do what is needed to make it
happen. It will be worth it to see Te Utuhina restored as it was generations before us,” Mr
Allen said.
For further updates on future projects please visit the Rotorua Te Arawa Lakes Programme
Facebook page.
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CANTERBURY’S WATER POLLUTION – THE POLITICIAN’S ROLL OF
SHAME
An Opinion by Dr Peter Trolove – www.nzffa.com
Recent stories from Wellington suggest politicians enter parliament for gratuitous sex or
to increase their personal wealth by facilitating immigration &/or the sale of New Zealand
to overseas investors.
While that may be true of a few “bad apples”, the one thing that all politicians whether
central or local government, have in common is a pattern of disastrous short term policies
that have resulted in unsustainable development and an ever increasing level of financial
and environmental debt for future generations.
The New Zealand Federation of Freshwater Anglers has been monitoring the groundwater,
rivers and streams of Central Canterbury in order to highlight the destruction of this
region’s freshwater resources following decades of mismanagement by the Canterbury
Regional Council which has adopted the ironic promotional title of “Environment”
Canterbury or ECan. The results are simply unacceptable.
ECan has lost control of consenting water allocation in the courts, as well as the
“ownership” of thousands of hectares of public land that form the braid bed of Canterbury’s
iconic braided rivers. This is due in part to the self-interest of entitled landowners and
businessmen elected to Ecan. However the main cause has been the failure of Central
Government to pass effective environment laws and set appropriate standards to enable
councils such as ECan to deliver their accountabilities.
The following is quoted verbatim from Murray Rodgers Canterbury’s Wicked Water
(2009):
“The role of central government
The Water Rights Trust has informed successive ministers for the environment of
Canterbury’s water issues throughout the seven years we have been active. Marian Hobbs
assured us in 2002 that the water issues in Canterbury would be dealt with under the
Government’s Sustainable Water Programme of Action (SWPoA). David Benson-Pope
gave similar assurances, adding that it was not his government’s policy to intrude in
regional affairs – in other words it was up to Canterbury to sort out its own mess and the
SWPoA would provide the framework for that to happen. We are still waiting. A coalition
of various concerned groups including F&G New Zealand and F&B, the NZ Recreational
Canoeing Association, the Ecological Foundation and the Water Rights Trust co-signed a
letter to Prime Minister Helen Clark on 15 January 2007, drawing attention to Canterbury
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issues. The absence of a response again suggested there was no apparent interest
forthcoming to help with the issues. Previous Minister for the Environment, Trevor Mallard
threatened to jail polluting farmers for the poor state of Canterbury’s water (The Press, 26
September 2008). This outburst, just prior to the 2008 election was a fair measure of this
government’s efforts on this issue.”
Since Murray Rodger’s book was published succeeding governments have exceeded
Labour’s woeful performance;
ECan Takeover
In response to the 2008 global recession the Key Government passed the constitutionally
repugnant Environment Canterbury Temporary Commissioners and Improved Water
Management Act 2010, under urgency, facilitating irrigation development in Canterbury
on an unprecedented scale by the simple expediency of taking direct control of ECan
through appointed puppet commissioners.
Minister for the Environment, Nick Smith’s disregard for the region’s freshwater prompted
artist Sam Mahon to create a satirical over-sized statue of the minister, trousers down,
taking a dump in a bowl of water.
Key’s puppet Ecan commissioners were free to act with impunity creating committees of
water users to determine the fate of the region’s water resources in the guise of “leading
edge community collaboration”. Unsustainable development and the resulting water
pollution continued apace giving Central Canterbury New Zealand’s highest GDP per
capita and the worst water pollution in the country.
Enter the Coalition Government elected largely on the back of promises to sort out New
Zealand’s freshwater problems and “not kick the can down the road for future generations”.
Ministers Choked
Like the Labour Government before them we saw three years of “huffing and puffing”,
multiple committees and promises, before ignoring the advice of the Ministry for the
Environment’s Scientific Technical and Advisory Group (STAG) and going with the
farming lobby to promote the failed “dairy accord” and limit the use of synthetic urea to a
liberal and useless limit of 190 kg /ha. The Government’s “Action for healthy waterways”
28 May 2020 is evidence that David Parker and Damien O’Connor simply choked.
Meanwhile the NZFFA has monitored the increasing nitrate pollution in the Selwyn Water
Zone for the past year. Both the Selwyn River and Hart’s Creek, (plus lesser drains such
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as Birdling’s Brook and Powell’s Road drain exceed the National Policy Statement of
Freshwater Management’s “non-negotiable bottom line” with annual mean results above
6.9 mg/L NO3-N. Values deemed to affect more than 20 % of aquatic species, destroy
freshwater mussels and kill trout eggs and fry.
This shameful result will be repeated in similar aquifer fed waters across the Canterbury
Plains.
GDP v Health
For a bit of added interest the NZFFA have begun testing rural wells finding up to 10% of
the wells tested are toxic to babies and likely to cause colo-rectal cancer in adults.
Apparently GDP trumps public health.
ECan’s initial response when the pollution of the Selwyn River was formally reported by
the NZFFA was to ignore the email. After visiting Ecan in person and getting the report
formally accepted, Ecan’s Regional Leader of Compliance undertook to pass on the report
to ECan’s science team.
A repeated message from Tim Davie, Ecan’s Chief Scientist is that “We are managing the
problem.” “We have a plan.” “The pollution will get worse before it gets better.” These
comments were made despite any evidence the sub-region “environment plans” will be
effective.
It seems that as long as environment law is fashioned in the crucible of Select Committees
balancing the self-interests of political parties and professional lobbyists and with the
implementation of these laws left to councils stacked with self-interest doing battle with
high priced lawyers seeking to privatise common resources for corporate profit, the status
quo will remain.
Science it seems is just another commodity for sale to the highest bidder or simply to be
ignored under such a regime. This approach is itself unsustainable in a world of finite
resources.
Happy voting.
Dr Peter Trolove – President –NZFFA
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Meinrad had great fun on the Turangi Club Trip and is seen here with a classic example
of what the Tongariro is offering up this winter. Photo courtesy of Simon Hoole.

MY FIRST NZ TROUT
Article generously allowed to be printed by Dave McLellan.
I arrived in New Zealand in 1965 and was employed as a fishing tackle salesman at Tisdalls
sports shop in Queen Street. In an attempt to find out about what fishing was available I
joined the Waitamata Acclimatisation Society which held their meetings in the old village
hall in Albany.
It was there that I first met the Dibble brothers Bob and Tom who offered to take me to the
Ohau channel for my first fishing trip in New Zealand. We worked until 9 PM on a Friday
night but the boss let me get away a little earlier so that I could meet up with the Dibbles
who had come to the shopfront to pick me up. We travelled in their old red Bedford van
that had an old bus seat screwed to the floor of the van which I was invited to use. These
brothers appeared to be a little bit strange, in a bit of past inbreeding sort of way.
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The van was very old with a steering system that was more than a little suspect. At the
Mamaku Ranges I noticed that Bob would turn the steering wheel before the actual corner
and the van would turn the corner when it came to it. He would also straighten the steering
wheel while we were still going round the corner and the van would adjust just when we
got to the straight.
Halfway over the Mamakus I noticed a pile of sacks in the back of the van which appeared
to be moving, so assuming it was a large sleeping dog I thought it prudent to let it lie. What
kind of a dog have you got back there I queried, no it’s not a dog that’s our mother she
loves a fishing trip.
We got to the Ohau Channel camp about 1 AM where I gratefully crawled into a bunk bed
in my small cabin. We were up again at 5 AM to be ready by 6 to join the half-dozen
anglers standing in a line close to each other at the entrance of the Channel where it flowed
out of Lake Rotorua. The anglers simply cast out as far as they could then let the line swing
down the channel before retrieving the line with a short jerky retrieve. When someone
hooked a fish they simply held their rod high passing over the back of the other anglers
which enabled them to land the fish down the channel. It all seemed very well-organised
and I was surprised at how few tangles resulted with us being so close together. I tried my
best to copy the technique but alas no fish was my reward. After two fishless hours an
elderly Maori man farther up the line shouted at me to stick out my arm, which I thought
was a rather strange request, but not wanting to offend and thinking that it might be some
sort of strange New Zealand custom my arm was stretched out at right angles to my body.
Whack! And the man’s line was cast at my arm with the leader and fly wrapping around
my wrist. Take that fly off my line and give it a try. He had caught about six fish that
morning so I was not going to argue. The fly was what I now know as a Silver Mick made
with long brown feathers along the top of the silver body with oval tinsel holding the
feathers in place.
The truth was that my line did not sink fast enough for this water but after about a dozen
cast a trout swam up and took my gifted fly and my first New Zealand trout was landed
killed and taken back to Auckland with some pride.
So there was a great feeling of gratitude to the Dibble brothers for my inclusion in their
strange trip and the old only gentlemen who took pity on a newcomer.
20 years later my wife and I ran into Bob Diddle at the top of Mount Victoria in Devonport.
He told me that he had given up fishing and that he and Tom had discovered a new hobby
CB radio. He said that I had just missed Tom who was off to drive to the top of Mt
Wellington and from there he would call Bob and have a conversation. I had to bite my
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tongue to stop me from saying why did you not talk to him while he was here, but I let it
slide.

EDITORS NOTE
Get down to Turangi NOW. The fish really are living up to the hype and this is a year of
superb quality fish. I haven’t seen anything like this since the boom in fish size that
followed the mid 90’s Ruapehu eruptions.

FISHING FUNNIES
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(Opinions expressed in this Newsletter are those of the individual contributors and not neccessarillary those of North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated)

MEMBERS FEEDBACK
We, your committee, are always trying to give you what you want.

But are we??
In order for us to do our job properly we need to have your feedback, positive or negative.
For example, have you been on a club fishing trip? Did you enjoy yourself? What would
you change, if anything? Club nights – what would you like to see more of? Less of? In
short, talk to us.
The contact details of all your committee members are listed at the end of every newsletter.
So if you have something on your mind let us know.
Thank you - Your committee
NSFF CLUB MERCHANDISE
Cap – $15.00 Inclusive of GST
Green or Beige, one size fits all, with embroidered badge.
Embroidered Cloth Badge - $7.50 Inclusive of GST
Brushed Brass Metal Pin Badge - $12.50 Inclusive of GST
If anyone is interested in purchasing these products please either place an order at Club
Nights or at Hunts Sports.
Meetings held the 3rd Tuesday of each month at 7.30pm:
Milford Cruising Club, 24 Craig Road, Milford, North Shore City
NORTH SHORE FLYFISHERS EXECUTIVE

Club Patron – Dave McLellan
President - Dave Symes
486-6257 Takapuna dssymes@xtra.co.nz
Secretary - Mike Martindale 489 1082
Takapuna miketmartindale@gmail.com
Treasurer - Barrie Barnes 021 925 006 Glenfield
barrie@flyfishinginxs.kiwi
Magazine - Duncan Frew
021 648 956 Torbay
iconpromote@gmail.com
Committee – Carl Kettlewell – 022 367 2275 Birkenhead carl.kettlewell@gmail.com
Members Simon Hoole
021 037 6047 Northcote
hoolesimon@yahoo.co.nz
Maurice Parlane 021 650 692 Northcote maurice.p@newwayz.co.nz
North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated: P.O. Box 31-387, Milford, North Shore City
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